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Migration Assessment
Are you interested in migrating to
Workforce Dimensions?
Our Workforce Dimensions™ migration offering is carefully designed to help your
organisation assess your overall readiness and best prepare for your migration.
The chances are that your organisation’s current on-premises or cloud-based
Kronos® solution has changed since you first installed it. As a result, it may
be difficult to audit, review and validate your solution in an objective way to
ensure a smooth, quick migration to Workforce Dimensions. This can also be
the perfect time to identify ways to improve your workforce practices, so that
bad habits don’t carry over into the new solution.
Our services team will outline how Workforce Dimensions will differ from your
current Workforce Central® suite solution and illustrate what may be changed,
from new functionality that could potentially eliminate existing processes
and the need for custom integrations, to how the product roadmap could
impact your solution. The review will also identify areas where technical and
business process improvements can be made.

Key Benefits
»» INDEPENDENT EXPERT REVIEW

objectively identifies readiness and
opportunities

»» MINIMISE ORGANISATIONAL RISK
with a detailed, comprehensive
functional and technical solution

»» DEVELOP A ROADMAP STRATEGY

that aligns Workforce Dimensions with
your business objectives

Our services team then presents the opportunities for improvement in an
executive dashboard summary and a comprehensive report that details
these findings, as well as actionable recommendations for migrating to
Workforce Dimensions. Part checklist and part roadmap, the report helps you create an environment consisting of technical,
business and functional best practices to achieve the most successful migration possible. If you’re interested in migrating
your Workforce Central solution to the Workforce Dimensions solution, and want to make sure you have a comprehensive
review before making the move, we have the answer.

Workforce Dimensions migration tasks
The Workforce Dimensions Migration Assessment evaluates your entire solution to help ensure that your migration plan is as
thorough — and as successful — as possible. Our team helps you address the following key areas and more:

Inventory

Evaluate

Improve

• Terminals

• Integration strategy

• Global policy settings

• Products

• Terminal strategy

• Best-practice recommendations

• Interfaces

• Reporting strategy

• Configuration improvements

• Custom reports, products
and tables

• Workstation requirements

• Change control process

• Authentication

• Archive strategy

Migration Assessment

Don’t go it alone

About Workforce Dimensions

We want your company to realise the many benefits of
Workforce Dimensions, and Kronos Services can help
get you there. Using the experience we’ve gained helping
thousands of organisations (like yours) migrate to new
platforms as well as to the cloud, we’ll partner with you to
make sure you have a clear picture about what’s involved in
migrating to Workforce Dimensions, along with a plan that
maps an efficient and effective migration.

At Kronos, we understand that great businesses are
powered by great people, and we recognize the strategic
advantage that the workforce can bring to your bottom line.
That’s why we developed Workforce Dimensions — a totally
new solution that reimagines what’s possible in modern
workforce technology. Every dimension — the underlying
technology, user experience, functionality, integration, data
access, delivery, and support — is designed to help you
optimize your most valuable resource: Your people.

Minimise guesswork, maximise results
When it comes to something as significant — and as
important — as migrating your workforce management
solution, don’t take the risk of going it alone. Our services
team can help you assess where you stand today and
develop a roadmap and recommendations for a migration
plan. And we can manage the entire process so your IT staff
doesn’t have to.

Strategic Roadmap
2-Year Executive Plan
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Multinational Deployment

Cloud Migration
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Platform Consolidation
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